Ford 302 manual transmission options
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javascript disabled. Please log in to reply. Posted 02 July - PM I probably have missed this
looking through the forums, but I need to ask. If I can get a Ford and swap it into my starion,
would I be able to keep the starion 5sp transmission with some sort of adapter plate or get
another transmission for the ford motor. I would like to keep the 5sp in my car so an auto trans
wont do it. What do you guys have for suggestions. What manual transmission would work the
best with the ? Car of my dreams. Saved from the wrecking yard. Now its time to get her back
on the road. Thats why I am here. I don't belive the quest trans will live very well behind a 5.
Posted 03 July - PM Would that be the only choice in tranny's for the ? The t5 found in the fox
body cobras is the stronger 'world class'version,they are lightwieght,i know ive changed a few
back in my 5. Winning at U. S hot rod and classic car shows with a Mitsubishi since Posted 08
July - PM Craig, about the adapter that your working for the transmission, whats the deal. Is it
backwards from the starion to the ford? Is there a clearance problem on the slave? What are
you doing to fix it, since I will be going that route soon. Posted 09 July - AM So the slave on the
T5 is backwards then the slave on the starion transmission? I guess what I am saying is, the
starion is a push type and the T5 is a pull type, if I have read the other sites correctly. If that is
the case, I see why that is a problem for this type of trans swap. Do I have this info correct?
Posted 11 July - PM the t-5 has a cable that pulls the clutch fork. I will keep that, I might have to
go that route when I get it that far along. Back to Transmission Swaps. Sign In Need an
account? Register now! I've forgotten my password. Remember me This is not recommended
for shared computers. Sign in anonymously Don't add me to the active users list. This engine
has a Responsive throttle with Just the right amount of classic Thump Idle sound. Includes
Billet Pulleys and Alternator. The has a Responsive throttle with Just the right amount of
claissic Thump Idle sound. AOD Transmission conversion package includes essentials needed
for install. Great packaged bundle. Responsive throttle with Just the right amount of claissic
Thump Idle sound. AOD Transmission conversion package. Includes the Billet Pulleys and
Alternator. Cobra Dress up package. TKO Transmission. Steel Bellhousing, Clutch Kit and
Starter installed. Packaged with the Billet pulleys and Alternator. Nice bundled Deal. This w
delivers Big power gains over factory w. Very Responsive throughout Power Band of Engine.
Good Bang for your Buck. Cooler, Shiftdown Cable, Trans. Mount and Trans. Clutch Kit, Steel
bellhousing and Starter installed. Big power gains over factory Engine. Matching Converter,
Kickdown, trans. Brute Torque with a classic Muscle car thump! All Forged internals. Packaged
with the Billet Pulleys and Alternator. Nice for one stop shopping. Showing 1â€”14 of 32 results
Default sorting Sort by popularity Sort by average rating Sort by latest Sort by price: low to high
Sort by price: high to low. Add to Wishlist. Need Custom Options? Rated 5. Tranny PKG 3. Kit
This w delivers Big power gains over factory w. Select option Black Blue Orange Red. Select
option Black Blue Red Clear. Close Ratio:. This photo shows the difference between the T and T
The above picture shows the difference between the T and T manual transmissions. The T has a
PTO port on the passenger side of the case. The T has two PTO covers â€” one on each side.
Tremec T 4-Speed. Ford Truck Manual Transmissions. Case casting number is Synchronized in
2nd,3rd, and 4th, with 1st and reverse non-synchronized. Available in 2 and 4wd drive versions.
Care should be used when ordering parts to make positive ID of unit. Found in Dodge trucks,
Ford pickup trucks and stripped chassis, to 72 GM trucks, and International Harvester and
Navistar trucks from Easily confused with T18, but the T19 is synchronized in all forward
speeds. The T19 has a single step reverse idler gear while the T18 has a 2 step reverse idler.
Available in 2 and 4 WD models. Synchronized in all forward gears, with top loaded cast iron
case. Used in Ford light duty pickups and vans. Similar in appearance to the Ford top loader
transmission but has overdrive 4th gear. Three shift rails mounted to the left side of case. This
unit was produced for cars also but with lighter duty bearings and gear train. Produced in 2 and
4 wheel drive versions. Has an aluminum case with shifter turret mounted on extension
housing. Synchronized in all forward speeds with 4th being overdrive. Used in Ford light duty
pickup trucks There is also a passenger car version of this unit with lighter duty bearings and
gear ratios. Aluminum case and shift tower. Found in Ford F light duty trucks from , also known
as a TOD top shift overdrive Produced in 2 and 4 wheel drive versions. F Up M5R2 Mazda built 5
speed fully synchronized transmission found in to present Ford F series trucks and full size
Broncos. Aluminum case, extension housing, and shift cover, with integral bell housing. Very
similar in design to M5R1, but larger with shift lever located in center of shift cover. Available in
2 and 4WD versions. In case is changed to accommodate modular motor 4. In the case was
changed for 4. The case is very similar to earlier style units with case length shorter on 4. The

bell housing is integral to the case. Shifter is mounted to small shift cover on top of unit. Built in
2 and 4WD versions. The Super duty model has a mechanical park brake assembly mounted to
the extension housing. The S is found behind , , , , and diesel power plants. Great care should
be taken to properly identify the unit you are working on as both the S and S appear to be the
same and with the great variety of ratios available, it is easy to order the wrong parts. Both units
have PTO covers on each side of case. On the left side of the case is mounted and ID tag, which
gives the Ford Part number, the ZF part number and the unit serial number. All gears are
synchronized. This unit has an aluminum case with integral bell housing, a center support, and
rear case. This unit is built in both 2 and 4WD versions. The S is found behind diesel engines of
and up Ford Super duty and stripped chassis up to a gross combined weight of 26, lbs. The unit
weighs in at lbs. A unique feature of this unit is an internal oil pump driven off the front of the
countershaft that circulates the lube to a trans cooler. An easy way to identify this unit is by the
cooling lines mounted to the case as found in automatic transmissions. Id tags are mounted on
the left side of the main case. Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron case
and shift cover. Used in Ford trucks Top loaded heavy-duty 4-speed transmission with cast iron
case and extension housing and aluminum shift tower. Top loaded 4 speed with 4th being
overdrive. Mazda built 5 speed fully synchronized transmission found in to present Ford F
series trucks and full size Broncos. F, F30, F, and Super Duty. The S Heavy duty 5 speed fully
synchronized transmission with aluminum case and extension housing. The S unit is used
behind the same engines from to present. An extremely heavy-duty unit with 6 forward speed.
NP Ratio: 1st. Close Ratio: 1st. ZF S Close Ratio â€” 7. New Process 4-Speed. New Process
Mazda M5R2 5-Speed. M5R2 5-Speed. Borg Warner T Borg Warner T 4-Speed. ZF S 5-Speed. ZF
S 6-Speed. Password Forgot Password? Join Us! Join Date: Jul Posts: I'm still unsure if i want a
auto or manual. Join Date: Jun Posts: 1, Re: transmission options. All that shit in your sig, and
you don't even put any specifics about your actual truck Join Date: May What will you use it
for? All this caged crap it sounds like a off road racer, if that is the case use an auto. Manuals
suck when you have hard enough time keep your hands on the wheel. It's easy to put an auto in
a manual truck, but a lot harder the other way around. I would recommend sticking with
whatever your truck is factory. If you're going EFI Exp setup in your Ranger, and want to run a
T-5 or other manual transmission, the automatic transmission functions need disabled in the
computer system - same with a C4 or C6. What would be nice is to get a hold of a 2wd Exp 5.
They're not that bad of transmissions, and would have over drive instead of a 3 speed. The TV
linkage must be set correctly, or else the trans will burn up. Not sure if your throttle body would
have a provision for it to hook on to and if it would be the right geometry. They make full manual
valve bodies for AODs, which would make it more or less a manual and eliminate the need for
the TV linkage. You will be hard pressed to get a dealer to mod your computer for your needs.
For the money ask some questions over at tweecer. So you can shift it like the c4 with a manual
vb. Last edited by blhde; at AM. Thread Tools. User Name. Remember Me? Forgot Password?
Ranger Pictures. Social Groups. Mark Forums Read. Join Date: Jul Posts: View Public Profile.
Send a private message to tylermx Find all posts by tylermx Psychopete Psycho Pete. Join
Date: Jun Posts: 1, Re: transmission options All that shit in your
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sig, and you don't even put any specifics about your actual truck Send a private message to
Psychopete. Find all posts by Psychopete. Re: transmission options XLT Join Date: May Posts:
Re: transmission options What will you use it for? Send a private message to blhde. Find all
posts by blhde. Re: transmission options It's easy to put an auto in a manual truck, but a lot
harder the other way around. Re: transmission options its an auto but like love driving manuals
but i like the idea of how you can have a shifter with the c4 and pick your gears, can you put a
shifter onto a AOD or does that tranny shift though the computer? Re: transmission options ok ,
how much would a dealership charge to reflash everything including redoing the PATS? Re:
transmission options You will be hard pressed to get a dealer to mod your computer for your
needs. Re: transmission options ok thx for all the help! Similar Threads. Transmission or
Clutch? Want to Buy: A few options i have, tell me what you think.

